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The New Government

THE PRIME MINISTER
ANNOUNCES HER STAFF
According to analysts, the new
government is expected to take
measures to accelerate the
economic growth and reduce
participation of the State in the
economy. According to them yet,
the main reason for the defeat of
the coalition PMR-PH was the
poor performance of the economy
in the last years.
Purikali - Prime Minister Sindi
Wisnumatan of the Party of Progress
(PM) announced yesterday her
government team. She was chosen by
the Parliament last week after the
Renovation Party (PW) - former
Islamic Republican Party - decided to
support the new coalition (PM-PT)
and left its former allies of PMR and
PH. And the Party of Progress is back
to the government 19 years later.
The new team will be formed by 5
ministers from the Party of Progress:
Elisbet Yemsawa (Foreign Affairs),
Charles
Li
(Finance),
Warak
Aramratu (Education), Duwemi
Lahudin (Economy) and the former
Prime Minister Philip Kurumali
(Home Affairs); 3 from the National
Party (PT): Moniki Dewasakti
(Justice), Mina Rajasamudra (Science
& Technology) and Ewi Desajaya
(Social Assistance); 3 from the
Renovation Party (PW): Wahid
Tawahulu (Health), Tomas Akalu
(Communication) and Lila Jalaluddin
(Natural Resources); 1 from the
Democratic-Christian Party (PDK):
Markus Santos (Agriculture and
Fisheries) and 2 without party: the
retired general Yokong Nai (Defense)
and the film director Wisi Tuahi
(Culture).

Foreign affairs
Aswini Ruikawahi resigned two
months before the end of her
mandate, allowing Wisnumatan’s
team to take control of the
government actions still this year.
The first measures will be in
the foreign affairs, as explained by
ms. Yemsawa: “embassies will be
reviewed and some can be
closed.” On the other hand, new
embassies are to be open, such as
the one in the Kingdom of
Guelphia, as considered after the
king’s visit to that country in
September. Furthermore, the new
government will receive next
week the visit of a delegation from
the rich European kingdom of
Karstonia, including the Prime
Minister Maria Wassiljevska, the
Foreign
Minister
Hannes
Bjurholm and some businessmen
from
important
Karstonian
companies.
Help to the victims of Haiyan
The new government approved
emergency funds of two million
huwa to aid the victims of the
typhoon Haiyan that ravaged the
Philippines on November 8.

The national football team returns
earlier than expected
Porto da Mata - After a disastrous campaign
in the FICT games played in Yutyrama, in
which the team lost its three games, 0-1 against
Guelphia, 1-3 against Adzhatia and 1-3 against
Yutyrama, the players already packed up and
should arrive in Purikali this Thursday. “I can’t
explain such a terrible performance”, the
quarterback Tomas Behambili said tersely.
Edwar Aramduhun and Kamak Korderu will not
return with the rest of the team but will travel
respectively to Japan and the Netherlands;
Aramduhun plays for Kashima Antlers and
Korderu for Ajax. It is speculated that the coach
Henrique Rotil will probably be fired after
returning to Kaupelan.

Watera closes its plant in Yutyrama
Purikali - Despite the positive financial result
of the company this year driven by sales of the
tricycle Trixi from its subsidiary Darapali, KS
Watera decided to close its CKD plant in Porto
da Mata where the mini-car Jimpy was
assembled. “Sales in the South American market
were much lower than expected in the two years
of operation there”, said a company executive.
From 2014 on, Jimpy will be manufactured only
at the plant in Ambon, Indonesia.

Darapali Trixi
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